I Can’t Draw...Until I Practice! Police Car

Read, like a book, from left to right. Look for the simplest shapes and start there. One at a time, add shapes and lines until the picture is complete. Practice! Practice! Practice! I looked at actual objects and photos to figure out how to draw these images. Step by step lessons build confidence, but drawing from life, that’s the best.

Mistakes are our friends. Enjoy making “mistakes”, goofy drawings you might not like; it is how we learn.

-“Mo” M.C.Gillis

1. Start with rounded shape.
2. Identify new lines & shapes and add them.
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Okay! Now, add some background, scenery or more cars, but don’t copy my idea. Use your own amazing imagination.

9. What’s on the inside? Add seats, wheel & a driver.

Here’s one more car to draw. Remember, simply look, identify the lines and shapes and draw them.
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